
Five women are elegantly attired in dresses they recently purchased. Figure out the discount each woman received on her

dress.

Dress: black, blue, green, pink, red

Name: Deborah, Felicia, Xena, Yolanda, Zoe

Type: a-line, bodycon, culotte, sheath, sundress

Discount: 10%, 15%, 25%, 30%, 50%

Profession: biologist, cashier, politician, receptionist, singer

The woman who got a 50% discount is at the �rst

position.

The woman wearing the Black dress is situated

somewhere between Yolanda and the woman whose

profession is a Politician, in that order.

Zoe is in the second position.

The woman with the Red dress is positioned

somewhere to the right of the person wearing Pink.

The woman wearing the Bodycon dress is in the middle

position.

Deborah is also in the middle position.

The woman who is a Politician is exactly to the right of

the woman who got a 25% discount.

Felicia also got a discount of 10% on her dress.

Felicia is exactly to the right of the woman who is a

Politician.

The woman wearing the Black dress is located

somewhere between the woman wearing the Green

dress and the woman wearing the Culotte dress, in that

order.

The woman wearing the Sundress is next to the person

with the Blue dress.

The woman with the Red dress is also adjacent to the

woman wearing Blue.

The woman in the Black dress is also a Cashier.

The woman who is a Politician is exactly to the right of

the woman wearing the A-line dress.

The woman who got a 15% discount is next to the lady

in the Sundress.

The Biologist is located somewhere between the

woman who got a 15% discount and the woman who is

a Singer, in that order.
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Five women are elegantly attired in dresses they recently purchased. Figure out the discount each woman received on her

dress.

Dress: black, blue, green, pink, red

Name: Deborah, Felicia, Xena, Yolanda, Zoe

Type: a-line, bodycon, culotte, sheath, sundress

Discount: 10%, 15%, 25%, 30%, 50%

Profession: biologist, cashier, politician, receptionist, singer

The woman who got a 50% discount is at the �rst

position.

The woman wearing the Black dress is situated

somewhere between Yolanda and the woman whose

profession is a Politician, in that order.

Zoe is in the second position.

The woman with the Red dress is positioned

somewhere to the right of the person wearing Pink.

The woman wearing the Bodycon dress is in the middle

position.

Deborah is also in the middle position.

The woman who is a Politician is exactly to the right of

the woman who got a 25% discount.

Felicia also got a discount of 10% on her dress.

Felicia is exactly to the right of the woman who is a

Politician.

The woman wearing the Black dress is located

somewhere between the woman wearing the Green

dress and the woman wearing the Culotte dress, in that

order.

The woman wearing the Sundress is next to the person

with the Blue dress.

The woman with the Red dress is also adjacent to the

woman wearing Blue.

The woman in the Black dress is also a Cashier.

The woman who is a Politician is exactly to the right of

the woman wearing the A-line dress.

The woman who got a 15% discount is next to the lady

in the Sundress.

The Biologist is located somewhere between the

woman who got a 15% discount and the woman who is

a Singer, in that order.
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Discount 50% 25% 15% 10% 30%

Profession ��ceptionist cash��r politician biologist singer
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